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The Tolerant and Completed Scientific Faith with its《The Principle of Natural Laws》 

Be with Bible, The Trinity Theory of God’s Cross  

Be with Quran, The Trinity Theory of Allah’s Star-Moon 

Be with Sutra, The Trinity Theory of Buddha’s Yab-Yum 

Be with The Book of Change and Tao Te Ching both their The Trinity Theory of Tao’s Yin-

Yang 

Be with …. 
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                                     Summary 

 

 

What is meant by “The Completely Inclusive Scientific Faith”? 

The person who has a rational and through understanding of the full scientific knowledge and 

experience about the world. The scientific knowledge and experience are the transformation of 

human witchcraft, religion, philosophy and other knowledge and experience.   Therefore, “The 

Completely Inclusive Faith” of any era are all the same principles were expressed with different 

ways and methods. Therefore, it is also called “The Principle of Commonality" common to all 

“The laws of Personality". 

 

What is meant by《The Principle of Natural Laws》? 

Inherit up the completely inclusive faith and law of ancient civilizations,  for which the same 

principles were expressed with different ways and methods, but so far our human society has 

been lost understanding. Such as:   

The Bible extends the "Trinity" rule of God and its representative symbolic cross that from 

ancient Greek and Roman philosophies;    

The Allah’s stars and moon " symbolic rule of the Qur'an (The star is also represented by the 

male white traditional robes, and the month is also represented by the black traditional robes 

covered by women from head to toe, so on;   

The Buddhist “Yab-Yum of  Trilakāya” , which is “The Male and The Female double body 

compounding together The Buddha” and its representative symbol the revolving cross;    

China, " One Yin (Entailment) and One Yang (presenting) call The Dao (Law)" that originated 

from The Book of Changes, and “Three-One of Tao/Law of Nature” that originated from Tao Te 

Ching (of Laozi) , and the common representative symbol "Yin and Yang Ball" for both; 

And “The Hermaphroditic Baphomet” which are beneficial to the communication between the 

Christian and Islamic worlds. 

Etc. 

Enlighten and inspire following “The Completely Inclusive Scientific Faith” with its three major 

complementary principles from “the principle of commonality" and “the laws of personality” on 

the mutual shared consensus (This version, combined with mathematical natural numbers and 

their compounding and corresponding, positive and negative numbers, universe variation / 
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invariant constant, universe constant variable set, physical weight and chemical fusing and 

reduction. to show and unfold it). 

Based on not excluding all human cognition certification, completely and inclusively clarifying 

each own and each other Trinity of the ways of existence and relationship of existence of all 

things; To translate, complement, establish and sound the common principles of existence by 

different ways and methods towards the same destination for all human beings with varied 

civilizations, cultures and religions.   

《The Principle of Natural Laws》: For the scientific humanity in the scientific age, proceeding 

from the positional attributes of the respective positions to reconciliation and consensus, and to 

establish “The scientific Earth human society, understand and balance, mutually originating and 

achievement, harmonically uniting and evoluting, the Trinity self-spin thus self-consistent public 

moral federal Safeguard order rule” together, namely human society the first priority, lays the 

foundation of theoretical communication.  For the human federation to move toward the universe 

and becomes a cosmic intelligent citizen who conforms to the laws of deep and broad 

development of nature and integrates into the ranks of self-disciplined and harmonious life of the 

universe, escort! 

 

What is the meaning for “The Principle of commonality and The Laws of Personality on the 

mutual shared consensus”? 

The three major complementary principles for 《The Principle of Natural Laws》, compounding 

and corresponding:  

Their respective the unique ways of existence and relationship of existence, called “The Laws of 

Personality”,  

Their respective and their each other commonly shared ways of existence and relationship of 

existence, called “The Principle of Commonality”.    

“The Principle of Commonality” is also “The Laws of Personality”, that’s it. 

 

What is the meaning for “The three major complementary principles of 《The Principle 

of Natural Laws》”? 

For example: The complete universe is a solid ball. All human’s cognitions and certifications are 

this solid ball itself and each of its levels, angles, positions, interfaces... “Presence Ways and 

Presence Relationships”. When all human’s cognitions and certifications, departure from their 

respective standpoint and attributes, reaches to each other's standpoint and attributes. That will 

become same one song played in different tones (as each other or each own). Otherwise people 

will each stick to their own limited area, disagree and no-inclusive other side. 

On the basis of the above example, any one of individual human, community, society, and the 

human being as a whole, once rationality is fully integrated the life experience and knowledge, 

they will naturally put all the human cognition and certification,  basis on the same principle 
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were expressed with different ways and methods, and “The Principle of commonality and The 

Laws of Personality on the mutual shared consensus”, simplify/implied simplification becomes, 

clarify what all things have “The three major complementary principles” in common, as follows: 

The First Principle. “The compounding and corresponding, inclusive and completed 

Trinity of the original foundation of the Universe”, and among them, the scientific 

frequency structure conceptualizes presents and extends, the cornerstone of principle, 

"The six basis concepts in Quadrity (four basis statuses / persons) of Universe" for the 

synchrotronic compounding (eternal updating / renewing), dividing, integrating, mutual 

originating-achievement , harmonic uniting and evoluting ways of existence of 

Trinity/About-Trinity". 

This Principle includes total of seven concepts that make up by starting/not from human’s unique 

discriminating standpoint and attributes to appear and unfold “The Completely Universe”.   In 

order to facilitate mutual communication among major areas of human civilization, “the 

cornerstone of principle” each contains “the three sets of the basis status/person concepts” in 

different but equivalent ways and methods, are replaceable with each other in the compounding 

and corresponding approach.  Which are “The basis status/person concept of generalized 

science”, “The basis status/person concept of scientific conversion” and “The basis status/person 

concept of the Trinity which is same as the traditional religious and philosophy”.   Among them: 

What is “eternally updating” and “renewing”? 

 “Eternally updating”, which mean “Immortal change to the fresh new”. 

“Renewing”, which mean “by the life, by the death, change to new”. 

What is “The six basis concepts in Quadrity (four basis statuses/persons) of Universe”? 

Based on the “the principle of commonality and the laws of personality on the mutual shared 

consensus”:  

“The six basis concepts of Universe”, compounding and corresponding, together constitute the 

“Quadrity (four basis statuses/persons) of Universe”;   

“The six basic concepts in Quadrity (four basis statuses/persons)  of Universe”, compounding 

and corresponding, together constitute the frequency structured“Trinity/About-Trinity” way of 

compositional existence and the relationship of compositional existence;  Simultaneously and 

synchronously, vice versa with inclusive.   

The Second Principle. “The compounding and corresponding (frequency-structured spin 

system), inclusive and completed Trinity of the Foundational Status of the Universe” with 

its scientific frequency structured principle to presents and extends, “The six basis concepts 

in Quadrity (four basis statuses/persons) of Universe, each self and each other, for the 

synchronizing, compounding (eternal updating, eternal updating ↔ renewing, renewing), 

dividing, integrating, mutual originating and achievement, harmonic uniting and evoluting 

ways of existence and the relationship of existence of Trinity/About-Trinity”——Sound 

scientific unified modeling 
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This Principle includes three major chapters, which are “The whole Unicursal and the local 

entities of the Universe, each self and each other, synchronizing, compounding and 

corresponding, (eternal updating, eternal updating ↔ renewing, renewing), dividing, integrating, 

mutual originating and achievement, harmonic uniting and evoluting ways of existence and the 

relationship of existence of Trinity/About-Trinity”, and “Outline of a brief history of natural and 

human development”.   

In the first and second major chapters, “The book of change” and “Tao Te ching” of China, they 

have the most refined “The Completely Inclusive principles” in the world, plus the principle of 

symbolization of “The Hermaphroditic Baphomet” , they are together as evidence in the 

footnotes.  

The first major chapter includes the three scientific unified models for which the same principles 

were expressed with different ways and methods, that the scientific community has not yet 

recognize and mastered.   Which is: 

Universal Unified Field Spin System 

 

                                                                                                                                                    1 proportionally renewing, probabilistic,                                               n proportionally renewing, probabilistic, 

                                                                                                          Onefold     <       proximately equivalent, nearly conservative,                \               proximately equivalent, nearly conservative, 

                                                                                                                                                    natural variable number of the Universe.                                              natural variable number set of the Universe. 

           一 proportional eternally-updating    ┌───────────────────────┚  N of the spin system, threefold, proportional,                                       

                conservatively equivalent, natural,                                     The node of ZERO for the onefold, half proportional and eternal updating, equivalent                                                                               eternally-updating, conservatively equivalent,                                               

                      completed invariable number of the                                                                          conservative, natural, perfectly and uniformly fusing, invariable number of the Universe.                                                                           natural, completed set of variable numbers                                         

                      Universe.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             of the Universe.                    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

                    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Abbreviation 

 

                                  1 \ n 

                         一┌───────┚N 

                                    0 

 

Particle Perfect Spin System 

 

 

                        The group nx 1 orders                                              The group nx 2 orders                                          The group nx 3 orders 
                                                                                                                                                 for the onefold,                                                         for the onefold,                                                      for the onefold, 

                                                                                                         half proportional,                                                      half proportional,                                                   half proportional, 
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                                                                                                                                                 renewing, probabilistic,                                            renewing, probabilistic,                                          renewing, probabilistic, 
                                                                                                                                 proximately equivalent,                                            proximately equivalent,                                          proximately equivalent, 

                                                                                      1 node of                                            nearly conservative,                                                  nearly conservative,                                                nearly conservative, 
                                                                                     proportionally                                     natural, proximately                                                  natural, proximately                                                natural, proximately 

                                                                                     renewing,                                            and dynamically                                                        and dynamically                                                      and dynamically          

                                                                                     probabilistic,                                       balancing variable                                                     balancing variable                                                   balancing variable 

                                                                                     proximately                                         number set                                                                 number set                                                              number set 

                                                                                     equivalent,                                           of the Universe                                                          of the Universe                                                       of the Universe 

                                                     Onefold            nearly               \ <   ┌────┘ \ ┌────┘\ ┌────┘\…> 

                                                                                     conservative,                                       The node of nx＇1                          The node of nx＇2                         The node of nx＇3 

                                                                                     natural                                                 for the onefold,                                                          for the onefold,                                                        for the onefold, 

                                                                                     variable                                               renewing, probabilistic,                                             renewing, probabilistic,                                           renewing, probabilistic, 

                                                                                     numbers                                              proximately equivalent,                                             proximately equivalent,                                           proximately equivalent, 

                                                                                     of the                                                   nearly conservative,                                                   nearly conservative,                                                 nearly conservative, 

                                                                                     Universe.                                             natural, proximately                                                  natural, proximately                                                 natural, proximately 

                                                                                                                                                 fusing variable                                                           fusing variable                                                          fusing variable 

                                                                                                                                                 variable number                                                         variable number                                                        variable number 
                                                                                                                                                 of the Universe                             of the Universe                                                         of the Universe 

一 proportional    ┌─────────────────────────────────┚  N of the spin system,                                        

eternally-updating                                                                        The node of ZERO for the onefold, half proportional and eternal updating, equivalent                                                                                                                           threefold, proportional, 

conservatively                                                                                                                                            conservative, natural, perfectly and uniformly fusing, invariable number of the Universe                                                                                                                         eternally-updating, 

equivalent, natural,                  .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        conservatively equivalent, 

completed invariable                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        natural, completed set 

number of the                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   of variable numbers 

Universe                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           of the Universe.                                                                          

 

 

Abbreviation 

 

 

                <nx1 group…>          <nx2 group …>       <nx3 group …> 

      1 \ <┌────────┘ \ ┌────────┘\ ┌────────┘\ …> 

                 <nx＇1…>               <nx＇2 …>            <nx＇3 …>    

一┌─────────────────────────────┘N  

                             0  

 

 

 

Positive and Negative Numbers Perfect Spin System 
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                                                   3＇node of proportional,      2＇node of proportional,     1＇node of proportional,              1 node of proportional,         2 node of proportional,            3 of proportional, 

                                                                                           renewing, probabilistic,          renewing, probabilistic,         renewing, probabilistic,                  renewing, probabilistic,          renewing, probabilistic,           renewing, probabilistic, 

                                                      Onefold  < …\ proximately equivalent,    \    proximately equivalent, \    proximately equivalent, \  proximately equivalent,    \    proximately equivalent,    \    proximately equivalent,    \…> 

                                                     positive of                    nearly conservative,                 nearly conservative,              nearly conservative,                        nearly conservative,                 nearly conservative,                nearly conservative, 
                                                                                          natural variable negative          natural variable negative       natural variable negative                natural variable positive           natural variable positive          natural variable positive 

                                                                                          number of the Universe           number of the Universe         number of the Universe                  number of the Universe            number of the Universe          number of the Universe 

一 proportional    ┌─────────────────────────────────┚  N of the spin system,                                        

eternally-updating                                                                        The node of ZERO for the onefold, half proportional and eternal updating, equivalent                                                                                                                           threefold, proportional, 

conservatively                                                                                                                                    conservative, natural, perfectly and uniformly fusing, invariable positive number of the Universe                                                                                                                   eternally-updating, 

equivalent, natural,                  .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        conservatively equivalent, 

completed invariable                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        natural, completed set 

number of the                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   of variable numbers 

Universe                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           of the Universe 

 

Abbreviation 

 

               <… \3nx＇\ 2nx＇\ 1nx＇\ 1nx \ 2nx \ 3nx \…> 

    一┌──────────────────────────────┚N 

                                      0 

 

So on. 

The Third Principle. “The compounding and corresponding, inclusive and completed 

Trinity of the original foundation of the Universe”, and among them, the scientific 

frequency structured “The three elements of Status Concepts, Position and Trend, 

determine 〔The six basis concepts in Quadrity (Four Statuses/persons) of Universe 

(including all the known and unknown frequency structures of human knowledge and 

experience) 〕, corresponding to the whole system and relative coexistence within the same 

system, simultaneously and synchronously maintaining and/or transforming themselves 

and each other , the Trinity compounding and corresponding, Universal four of major 

natural positions and properties, which is dividing/about-dividing, integrating/about-

integrating, (perfectly and hold balancing)/about-balancing, (perfectly and uniformly 

fusing)/about-fusing”.  

This Principle itself also is the concept. It includes:  

The three major basis pillar cognitions of human being. 
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Zero compounding and corresponding, possessed four types. 

Natural numbers and positive and negative numbers. And zero is not the dividing line for 

positive and negative numbers. So on.  

Among them, “The three major basis pillar cognitions of human being” open the ways for《The 

Principle of Natural Laws》to presents and extends, and they will combine symbols representing 

the subjects of different civilizations and cultures of mankind, special feature video to ensure that 

people understand their correctly. 

 

The three major complementary principles above, missing any one of them, the lack of a complete 

statement of any person, things, matters. The seven major concepts of The Third Principle and the 

one major concept of The Third Principle itself, together constitute the eight major concepts to 

clarify that everything. Basis on the conceptual implication principle, the principle clarify the 

concepts,  in The Second Principle:  

 “The Basis Status Concepts (I, II.A, II.B) of the Universe” each self and each other, 

compounding and corresponding, they are “The Universe, synchronizing compounding, eternally 

updating, dividing, integrating, mutually originating and achievement, harmonically uniting and 

evoluting ways of existence and relationship of existence of Trinity”.  

 “The Basis Status Concepts (III , IV.A, IV.B) of the Universe” each self and each other, 

compounding and corresponding, they are “The Universe, synchronizing, approximately 

compounding, renewing, dividing, integrating, mutually originating and achievement, 

harmonically uniting and evoluting ways of existence and relationship of existence of 

approximately of About-Trinity”. 

 “The Basis Status Concepts (I, II.A, II.B) of the Universe” each self compounding and 

corresponding, “The Basis Status Concepts (III , IV.A, IV.B) of the Universe” each self, they are 

“The Universe, synchronizing compounding, (eternally updating↔renewing), dividing, 

integrating, mutually originating and achievement, harmonically uniting and evoluting ways of 

existence and relationship of existence of approximately of Trinity\about-Trinity”. 

 “The Basis Status Concepts (I, II.A, II.B, III , IV.A, IV.B) of the Universe” each self and each 

other, compounding and corresponding, they are “The Universe, synchronizing compounding, 

(eternally updating, eternally updating↔renewing, renewing), dividing, integrating, mutually 

originating and achievement, harmonically uniting and evoluting ways of existence and 

relationship of existence of approximately of Trinity\about-Trinity”. 

In view of  “The Basis Status Concepts (I, II.A, II.B, III , IV.A, IV.B) of the Universe” 

respective, they are in The First and Second Principle, all synchronizing evoluting and cannot 

distinguish each other. combining The Third Principle, take by ("The node/system of frequency-

type orders of permutation and combination" respective, compounding and corresponding, as the 

relative coordinates;  And "The frequency-type orders of permutation and combination" 

compounding and corresponding, as relative coordinate series, the way and method of Scientific 

calculation, compounding and corresponding, naturally established.  Then, former “synchronizing 
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evoluting” approved Newton's "Absolute Theory", and the latter approved Einstein's "Relativity 

Theory". 

 

Combine the example of the solid ball image at beginning of the main text, 《The Principle of 

Natural Laws》clarifies that： 

How human being recognize and authenticate the universe and the life, how the universe and the 

life will be presents and extends for human being. 

How many types of cognitive certification do humans have about the universe and life, human 

being will have how many way and methods to presents and expand them. 

How much cosmic and life experience knowledge has been integrated and mastery by human 

being, human being will be develop into which stage of the universe and the life. 

Extreme opposition and confrontation, leading to the destruction, renewal and transformation of 

people, things, material items. Understanding, balance and harmony, bringing people, things and 

material items, healthy, peace of mind, deep and broad development. 

What to do and where to go, depending our human beings growth and maturity into which stage ; 

What to do and where to go, all related to our own human being's choice. 

 

Sincerely suggest“The three major complementary principles of 《The Principle of Natural 

Laws》”,  as soon as possible to combine with wiki window as computer programming, in 

order to help this period of humankind to open the convenient method, thus towards 

reconciliation and reach a consensus, to jointly face and resolve the serious crisis of human 

composite survival. 

Sincerely wish that humans being give ourselves time to fully reflection and introspection! 

Reflection again! Introspection again！ 

 

Sincerely thanks for family and friends for your silent support and help day after day!  

Thanks for National Science and Technology Achievement Network in China was open blog for 

this theory many years to support and accept the verification of scientific netizens!  

Thanks to "Frontier Science" magazine in china （Editor in chief, Song Jian） and edited by 

Cao Bingli which for publishing important chapters of this principle under the great pressure!   

Thanks to Professor Xu Shengyong from the Department of Physics of Peking University for 

rigorously translating The first principle of 《The Principle of Natural Laws》 in his busy 

schedule!   

Thanks for CCTV to planning and promoting this principle!   
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Thanks to:  The department of philosophy, Peking University Prof. Tang Yijie and Prof. Wang 

Shouchang! President of CRRS, Dr. Liang Yancheng! German sinologist, Prof. Wolfgang 

Kubin! Department of Mathematics, Chang'an University, Prof. Yu Dichen! Former editor of the 

Chinese Academy of Sciences Mr. Wu Shuiqing!  And many domestic and foreign scholars! 

Thanks for many Chinese leadership support publishing this work! 

You all have made an important contribution to this human awakening, The author is deeply 

saluting in here! 

 

 

God bless humanity! 

Human being bless self! 

Amen! 

Om Ma Ni Bä Mê Hum! 

HU…… 
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“宇宙基础位格概念

一”自身同步恒新完

满整合演进趋势 
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Graphical description of the corner stone 

 

 

 

 

纵轴上的序列之横轴代

表宇宙四大基础位格

（中）六大基础概念，

箭头代表其各自自身及

其彼此相互复合对应趋

向型的立场属性。 

 

纵轴向下箭头代表

“宇宙基础位格概念

一”自身同步恒新完

满划分演进趋势 

. 

 

纵轴上的序列之横轴代

表宇宙四大基础位格

（中）六大基础概念，

箭头代表其各自自身及

其彼此相互复合对应趋

向型的立场属性。 

 


